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E a generalized octagon with parameters (s, t) for t > .s has a proper sub- 
octagon with parameters (sI , &I, then st > sIVI . 
A finite generalized octagon [1] is an incidence structure S = (P, 23, I) 
satisfying the following axioms: 
(i) for any points p and q the distance from p to q, which is denoted 
d(p, q) is at most 4; 
(ii) for any pointp and any line L there is a unique paint of L near&p 
and the path joining p to q is also unique; 
(iii) each line conk&s the same number s + 1 of points and each point 
is on the same number t + 1 of lines. 
The parameters of a generalized octagon S are (3, t). The generalized 
octagon SI = (PI, Bl , &) is called a suboctugon of the generalized octagon 
S = (P, B, I) if and only if P1 !Z P, Bl C B and II = I I? (PI x &). If 
p, q E P,, and if dl(p, q) is the distance in SI ofp, q, then evidently dl(p, q) = 
d(P> q). 
THEOREM. If S, = (PI, Bl , IJ is a proper suboctagofi, with parameters 
(sl , tl) of the generalized octagon S = (P, B, I), with parameters (s, t) with 
t > s, then s t 2 s12tl . 
Prooj? Let A’ be the set of lines of B either in .& or at dual distance 1 
from & or at distance 2 from Bl and close to Pl . That is 
If ME ,X - Bl, then either M contains a unique point of PI or A4 meets a 
unique line of Bl at a point not in Pl or A4 contains a unique point not in PI 
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but adjacent to a unique point of PI . In the first two cases M has distance 1 
from Bl and in the third case it4 has distance 2 from Bl . Thus 
IfZ= B-X,then 
Let c equal s(st + l)(t + I) - s&t1 + l)(tl + 1) and let d equal 
sslttl(t - t& + tt&t - x&) + SP - slt12. If t, is unequal to 1, t -- 1 or t, 
then we claim that sd > SAC. If this is true, then s2t2 > s14t12 because other 
wise s2t2 < s14t12 and 0 < slc < sd imply s2slt 2c < ss14t12 d and so 
0 <s13t12d-st2c = -/Z/. 
Thus Z = ,@ and s = sr , t = tl and S1 is not a proper suboctagon of X 
Therefore s2t2 > s14t12 and so st > s12tl . 
To complete the proof, it suffices to establish the claim and to consider 
separately the cases tl E {l, t - 1, t). By arithmetic, 
If tl 6 {I, t - 1, t), then 
and so 
ttt - tx2 - t - 1 > 0 (11 
and 
st(tt1 - $2 - t - 1) > st 
st(tt1 - t12 - t - 1) 2 (s - 1)t - 1 > 0 (2) 
ifs + 1. Ifs = I, then s1 = 1 and clearly the theorem is true. Ifs # 1, then 
(2) implies that sd - slc > 0. It remains to verify that (1) is true. If tl # 
{1, t - 1, t], then because t > tl and tl ${t - 1, t], 
unless (t, tl) G {(4, 2), (5, 2), (5, 3)). In these small parameter exceptional 
cases, use the result proved in [2] that the parameters s, t of a generalzed 
octagon with s > 1 and t > 1 have the property that 2st is a square. Since 
t > s, the only possibility is (s, t) = (2, 4) and (sJ , td = (1, 2) ifs + 1 and 
in this case the theorem is true. Ifs = 1, the theorem is also true. 
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It remains to consider the cases tl = 1, t - 1, t. If tl = 1, then of .P sz > ~1’ 
because r > x and so the theorem is true, If tI = t - 1, then 
sd - SIC = s(t(s -- sx)t(t - I) - 2ss~ + $(f - 1)) - $1) 
+ s((s - Sl) t3 + s1(2t - I)) + sPt(s1t - s1 + I). 
Since f > s > s1 , it follows that 
(s - s1)t(t - I) 2 2S& 
unless s = sl or s = s1 + 1. If s # s, s1 + I, then sd - sic > Q and the 
theorem holds. If ,s = sl, then the theorem holds if s = 1 and if .s > I, 
then 2st = a2 and 2s(t - 1) = b* for some natural numbers a WC% b. Thus 
ab-1 = (t(t - l)-1)1/z is a rational number, which is not possible. 
If .s = sX + 1, then & has parameters (s - 1, f - I) and 5’ has parameters 
(,s, f). In order to show that this case does not occur, a lemma is needed. 
Let D&z) = {X E P: d(x, a) = 4). 
LENA. If Sl is a suboctagon with parameters (,q , tl) of the octagon S with 
parameters (s, t), then 
s14t13((t - t&s - I) + 1) < s4t3. 
Proo$ Fix a E PI and count the point line pairs (w, M) where w E P1 fl 
D4(a) and it4 G B - Bl and w c M. There are s14t13 points w G PI n .D4(a) and 
for each w there are t - tl lines M on w not in Bl . Qn the other hand if A&is 
a line in B - Bl which contains some w E PI, then M n PI = {w] and so 
there are s14t13(t - tl) such lines M. Next count the point line pairs (z, A&) 
where z E D4(a) - PI and z E M and M E B - Bl with 1 M n PI n D&a}! = 
1. There are s14t13(t - il) lines A4 and each such line contains ,s - 1 points of 
D4(a) - PI because A4 contains just one point w E PI A D*(a) and one poim 
z G OS(a), On the other hand if z E D4(a) - PI and z is on some line A4 G B - 
& which meets D4(a) n P1 , then z is on just one such line. CRherwise there 
are lines A4 and 44’ and points w and w’ of PI with w E 44 and w’ E J.4’ and 
G!(w, w’) = 2 via the path w w z m w’. But this forces z to be in PI, contrtiry 
to the choice of z. Thus there are s14t13(t - tI)(s - 1) points z G D4(a) - ‘Pl 
on some line ME B - Bl which meets D4(a) n PI . 3ut 1 a4(a) - PI 1 = 
s4t3 - z1*tr3 and so 
s14t12(t - t&s - 1) < s*t3 - s14t13. 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Ifq=s- 1 andtl=t- 1,thenbythelemma 




If s > 5, the3 since t > s, the right hand side of the above inequality is less 
than 135132, which is less then 5 and this yields a contradiction. If 3 G {2, 3, 4}, 
then 2($ - l)(t - 1) and 2st must both be squares. By Higmans’s inequality 
[2], s2 > t and so there are just a few cases and by routine arithmetic the 
only solution is s = 2 and t = 4, for which the theorem is true. 
If $ = t, then 
1 z 1 = (s - SJ tyt + l)(s(s + s1)t + 1) - SlV 2 0 
and since s > s1 , 
s((s + sx)t + 1) > sz3t2. 
So s(st + 1) > slt(s12t - s). Since t > s, 
s(s + 1)t > s(st + 1) > s$(.Q2t - s) > sg($ - 1)s 
and so s + 1 > s1(s12 - 1). But this certainly implies that s > s12 and so 
st > s12tl in this case as well. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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